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Titanic Thompson: The Man Who Bet On Everything
The underground book that captured the essence of Titanic Thompson. This is the book Hollywood has tried to block.
Based on the true-life adventures of Alvin Clarence Thomas, the man who created the character, "Titanic Thompson"
and lived the secret life of America's seminal golfer, gambler, hustler. Now you can finally read the story of: * His
early years in Arkansas * His explosion on the New York gambling/golfing scene * The match he always hoped for
with Howard Hughes * His first love What readers are saying: "I really enjoyed this book. This would make a great
Movie." - M. Widener "I found your book engrossing, fascinating, eminently readable, very well written." - M. Bell
"Well written and very entertaining. I was sorry that it had to end, and I am looking forward to the next one." - D.
Horne A high-quality, soft-cover book you'll be proud to have in your collection.
The untold story of a national trauma—NASA’s Challenger explosion—and what really happened to America’s Teacher
in Space, illuminating the tragic cost of humanity setting its sight on the stars You’ve seen the pictures. You know
what happened. Or do you? On January 28, 1986, NASA’s space shuttle Challenger exploded after blasting off from
Cape Canaveral. Christa McAuliffe, America’s “Teacher in Space,” was instantly killed, along with the other six
members of the mission. At least that's what most of us remember. Kevin Cook tells us what really happened on that
ill-fated, unforgettable day. He traces the pressures—leading from NASA to the White House—that triggered the fatal
order to launch on an ice-cold Florida morning. Cook takes readers inside the shuttle for the agonizing minutes after
the explosion, which the astronauts did indeed survive. He uncovers the errors and corner-cutting that led an
overconfident space agency to launch a crew that had no chance to escape. But this is more than a corrective to a
now-dimming memory. Centering on McAuliffe, a charmingly down-to-earth civilian on the cusp of history, The
Burning Blue animates a colorful cast of characters: a pair of red-hot flyers at the shuttle's controls, the second
female and first Jewish astronaut, the second Black astronaut, and the first Asian American and Buddhist in space.
Drawing vivid portraits of Christa and the astronauts, Cook makes readers forget the fate they're hurtling toward.
With drama, immediacy, and shocking surprises, he reveals the human price the Challenger crew and America paid
for politics, capital-P Progress, and the national dream of "reaching for the stars."
Andy Bellin is a pretty good poker player. Over the ten years he's been playing semi-pro, millions of dollars have
passed through his hands. He's the kind of guy who can walk away from the table $5000 up. He's also the kind of guy
who can drop $9000 - on a single hand. On his way to a master's in astrophysics, Andy Bellin made the fatal mistake
of falling in love with poker. Too many years down the line, he's resurfaced from a life spent in high-rolling casinos
and low-rent dives to tell us the tale. Part memoir, part expos-, Poker Nation is a mesmerising journey through the
ups and downs of being a gambler, a trip to a world where the only thing 'weirder than a poker player is the guy
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sitting next to him'. -At once a witty history of the world's most popular card game, a how-to manual that really will
make you a better player, and the story of one man's obsession, Poker Nation will leave you sharper, wiser, and
maybe even a little richer.
Recounts the colorful life of the gambler-hero who became the inspiration for Guys and Dolls's Sky Masterson, from
his pre-PGA golf prowess to trading card tricks with Houdini, conning Al Capone and losing a million dollars to
Minnesota Fats.
The Hound of Heaven
House of Champions
The Only Golf Book You'll Ever Need
The Untold Story of Christa McAuliffe and NASA's Challenger Disaster
One of a Kind
Golf, Money, and Power in Augusta, Georgia
Drive for Show, Putt for Dough

From master storyteller Patricia Polacco comes the tragic and beautiful story inspired by
Wallace Hartley—the musician who played with his band to calm the passengers of the
Titanic as the ship sank. One afternoon, Jonathan Harker Weeks didn’t feel like
practicing the piano. So his grandfather decided to tell him a story to show how much of
an impact music can have. When he was a child growing up poor in Ireland, his mother made
sure he learned to play the fiddle, despite their challenges. After his mother passed
away and he was on his own, Jonathan’s grandfather fell asleep hiding in a mail sack and
was taken to a ship. When he woke up, he realized he was on the Titanic on its maiden
voyage, and it was there that he met Wallace Hartley and Mrs. Weeks, a kind man and woman
who took him in. Then one night, the majestic ship hit an iceberg. He and Mrs. Weeks were
put on a lifeboat—and Mr. Hartley and his band bravely continued to play to calm the crew
and passengers. The story of Wallace Hartley is true and he is known throughout the world
as a hero. The New York Times bestselling author and illustrator of The Keeping Quilt
Patricia Polacco offers this stunning and heartbreaking picture book to celebrate the
memory and bravery of a single man who used the power of music to comfort thousands of
people during a catastrophic situation.
FROM EXCITING ROMANCE AUTHOR LORI FAYRE An obsession with the past becomes his love
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story. Obsessed with RMS Titanic from a young age, Lucas Thompson has spent his life
studying the shipwreck and turning his passion into a career in marine archeology. But,
on the one-hundred-year anniversary of the voyage, he's drawn to the ship's resting place
by a strange sonar ripple that hurtles him back in time. Luke wakes in the year 1912 as a
passenger on the grandest ship in the world. It's there that he meets Quinton Hawthorne,
the man who sacrificed himself to save passengers during the sinking, including Luke's
great-grandmother. He also comes face-to-face with Lucinda Hughes, the very woman who
raised him on her stories of the ship. With his inside knowledge of the impending
disaster, Luke feels a responsibility to change history and develops a plan to save the
doomed ship and its passengers. Things quickly fall apart as Luke begins to fall for
Quinton, knowing that it can only end in heartbreak. Though he's determined to save
Quinton, he's also faced with a dilemma. Should he save the ship or allow destiny to play
out?
Over 21 million copies sold worldwide
An absorbing, minute-by-minute account of the demise of the "unsinkable" Titanic, the
massive luxury liner that housed a French "sidewalk cafe" and a grand staircase, among
other extravagances, but failed to provide enough lifeboats for the 2,207 passengers on
board. Reissue.
How Six Master Gamblers Defy the Odds - and Always Win
The Last Crossing of the Lusitania
A True Story and Other Lies
Memoirs of a Golf Hustler
Amarillo Slim in a World Full of Fat People
The Wreck of the Titan
Poker Nation
Chronicles the rags-to-riches story of Ray Ryan, the Evansville, Ind., oil millionaire, who went on to gamble with H.L.
Hunt and other high rollers, hobnob with celebrities in his El Mirador Hotel in Palm Springs, develop the Mount
Kenya Safari Club with actor William Holden and a Swiss banker, only to fall victim to a car bomb on a beautiful fall
day in 1970s Evansville.
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This American classic has been corrected from the original manuscripts and indexed, featuring historic photographs
and an extensive biographical afterword.
In 1958, Leon Crump took a week off from his job to play golf, fell in with a group of gamblers and won $1,300. He
hasn't gone back to work since. For almost 40 years now, he's been golfing his way around the South in a renegade
career filled with rollercoaster highs and lows. On his best day, he's won a years salary; his worst set him back
almost that much. Filled with high drama and deadpan humor, this compulsively readable book tells how Crump
became America's preeminent golf hustler. Along the way, it also reveals some hard-earned truths to help readers
battle their way through their own weekend wars. There are hints on how to psyche yourself up and "read"
opponents; advice on when and how to bet; and ingenious tricks such as "doctoring" clubs or driving balls out of
Dixie cups. Offering a fresh, offbeat approach to golf, Drive For Show, Putt for Dough is sure to be a hit with today's
crop of take-no-prisoners players.
Please note: This is a companion version & not the original book. Sample Book Insights: #1 Alvin’s family lore says
that his father, Lee Thomas, was a poker player who left when Alvin was born. His mother, Sarah, married a hog
farmer who had a plot near Rogers, Arkansas. They shared a three-room cabin with Alvin and his brothers. #2 Alvin
grew up in Eureka Springs, Arkansas. He was a very precocious child, able to throw a coin so that it landed flat
against a wall. He could make the coin lean on the wall if he wanted. He was also very good at card tricks. #3 When
no one was looking, Alvin would pitch pennies at a tin cup. After hundreds of tosses, he grooved a soft underhand
motion. He could now offer a crazy-sounding bet: I can make nine out of ten from five paces. #4 Alvin’s first stop
after leaving Rogers was Monett, Missouri, the town of his birth. He thought he might pick up his father’s trail
there, but instead he met a man who sold colorful accordion maps of the United States.
Summary of Kevin Cook's Titanic Thompson
The Forgotten Victims of the Fatal Voyage
Dead Wake
The Story of Kentucky Basketball's Home Courts
The Kite Runner
Titanic Thompson: The Man Who Bet on Everything
The Masters
A revelatory history of the most prestigious tournament in golf highlights the wins and losses of the contest's famous names
and illuminates the local politics, racism, finances, and publicity involved in its six and a half decades. Reprint. 25,000 first
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printing.
Amarillo Slim Preston has won $300,000 from Willie Neslon playing dominoes and $2 million from Larry Flynt playing poker.
He has shuffled, dealt, and bluffed with some of twentieth-century's most famous figures. He beat Minnesota Fats at pool
with a broom, Bobby Riggs at table tennis with a skillet, and Evel Knievel at golf with a carpenter's hammer. Amarillo Slim
has gambled with 'em all, and left most of them wishing they hadn't. The memoirs of a living American icon, Amarillo Slim in
a World Full of Fat People is the story of life as a Texas road gambler and the discovery of the Wild West. It's also the story of
how Slim won the World Series of Poker at Binion's Horseshoe, became a worldwide celebrity, and brought poker from smoky
backrooms to mainstream America. Just let him tell it: "If there's anything I'll argue about, I'll either bet on it or shut up. And
since it's not very becoming for a cowboy to be arguing, I've made a few wagers in my day. But in my humble opinion, I'm no
ordinary hustler. You see, neighbor, I never go looking for a sucker. I look for a champion and make a sucker out of him ..."
"I'm fixing to tell you a few things that I've been keeping to myself for a lot of years. If you're not careful, you just might learn
how to get rich without ever having a job."
When Titanic foundered in April 1912, the world’s focus was on the tragedy of the passengers who lost their lives. Ever since,
in films, dramatisations, adaptations and books, the focus has mostly continued to be on the ones who died. The Titanic and
the City of Widows it Left Behind focuses on another group of people – the widows and children of the crew who perished on
board. Author Julie Cook’s great-grandfather was a stoker who died on Titanic. Her great-grandmother had to raise five
children with no breadwinner. This book focuses on Emily and the widows like her who had to fight for survival through great
hardship, whilst still grieving for the men they loved who’d died on the ship. Using original archive sources and with accounts
from descendants of crew who also lost their lives, the book asks how these women survived through abject poverty and grief
– and why their voices have been silent for so long.
The greatest story in modern history has a new chapter.... Posing as newlyweds, two ruthless thieves board the Titanic to rob
its well-heeled passengers. But an even more shocking plan is afoot-a sensational scheme that could alter the fate of the
world's most famous ship. BookShots LIGHTNING-FAST STORIES BY JAMES PATTERSON Novels you can devour in a few
hours Impossible to stop reading All original content from James Patterson
The Memoirs of the Greatest Gambler Who Ever Lived
The Very Best Interviews form Golf Digest Magazine
Tommy's Honor
Ace - Deuce
Fast Company
Rejacketed
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John Montague was a boisterous enigma. In the 1930s, he was called “the world's greatest golfer” by famed sportswriter Grantland
Rice. He could drive the ball 300 yards and more, or he could chip it across a room into a highball glass. He played golf with
everyone from Howard Hughes and W. C. Fields to Babe Ruth and Bing Crosby. Yet strangely, he never entered a professional
tournament or allowed himself to be photographed. Then, a Time magazine photographer snapped his picture with a telephoto lens
and police quickly recognized Montague as a fugitive with a dark secret. From the glamour of 1930s Hollywood, to John
Montague's extraordinary skill and triumphs on the golf course, to the shady world of Adirondack rumrunners and the most
controversial, star-studded court trial of its day, The Mysterious Montague captures a man and an era with extraordinary color,
verve, and energy.
Introduction by Nick Cohn. In this classic book, Jon Bradshaw follows six full-time gamblers who never lose, including three
legendary poker players Johnny Moss, Pug Pearson and Titanic Thompson; tennis player Bobby Riggs; pool player Minnesota Fats
and backgammon player Tim Holland. His evocation of ambience and his dramatic description of the games themselves are
fascinating, but Bradshaw also deftly probes their minds and hearts as he attempts to define what makes some men winners and
most men losers.
Titanic Thompson' is a rollicking biography of one of the most charismatic characters in twentieth-century America. Like Howard
Hughes or Bonnie and Clyde, Alvin 'Titanic' Thompson was one of the great figures of this freewheeling era; the difference
between them: hardly anyone knows Titanic's name today. Travelling only with his golf clubs, a .45 revolver, and a suitcase full of
cash, this is the legendary story of a man who was married five times to five different girls, the oldest just eighteen on her wedding
day; of a man who murdered five men, though he'd say 'they'd all agree they had it coming to them'; and of a man who won and
lost millions - when a pro golfer would earn $10,000 a year, he was playing single holes for $20,000.
"Vividly transforms Ms. Genovese from an iconic urban martyr to a three-dimensional protagonist in a case that transformed the
criminal justice system." —Sam Roberts, New York Times In 1964 Catherine "Kitty" Genovese was brutally stabbed to death on her
front stoop in plain view of numerous witnesses. Her sensational case provoked an anxious outcry and became the stuff of urban
legend. Kevin Cook’s “provocative” (Wall Street Journal) investigation upends the simple story we thought we knew. His
unprecedented minute-by-minute reconstruction of the crime shatters the fable of the 38 passive witnesses—a myth perpetuated by
the New York Times, movies, TV programs, and countless psychology textbooks. For the first time, Cook introduces us to a neighbor
who did intervene, and he brings to life a vibrant and charismatic Kitty, working (and dancing) her way through the colorful, fastchanging New York of the ’60s.
My Shot
The Wild Life and Fast Times of the Ganster Who Invented Vegas Poker
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The Killer Inside Me
A True Tale of Hollywood, Golf, and Armed Robbery
Looking For Atlantis
The Burning Blue
A Night to Remember
In the early days, before he founded the Horseshoe Casino in Las Vegas and became the patron saint of
the World Series of Poker, cowboy Benny Binion was a horse trader, a bootlegger, and the "boss gambler"
of Dallas and Fort Worth, Texas. This book traces Binion's rise to power in the Dallas underworld during
World War II. By 1946, more than two dozen "casinos" operated illegally in downtown Dallas in hotel
suites, and Benny Binion owned at least half of them. The cowboy's only true rival for gambling
supremacy in Texas was his former partner, Herbert Noble. For the first time ever, Gary Sleeper reveals
the intricacies of the bloody feud between Binion and Noble, and their brutal war for control of Dallas
and Fort Worth. Included are details of the thirteen attempts on Noble's life, the tragic murder of his
wife, and Noble's bizarre plot to gain revenge by bombing Las Vegas from a private airplane.
Clive Cussler’s New York Times bestselling Blue Gold, now available in ebook, is a heart-pounding
thriller in the NUMA adventure series. Kurt Austin navigates the Amazon jungle in search of a legend
that could change the path of science—but secretive powers will do anything to stop him. From deep
within the Venezuelan rain forest emanates the legend of a white goddess and a mysterious tribe with
startling technical accomplishments. Few believe the tribe exists—and even fewer suspect its deity may
hold knowledge that can change the course of history. For National Underwater & Marine Agency crew
leader Kurt Austin, an investigation into the sudden deaths of rare whales leads him to the Mexican
coast, where someone tries to put him and his mini-sub permanently out of commission. Meanwhile, in
South America’s lush hills, a specially assigned NUMA crew turns up the white-goddess legend—and a
murderous cadre of bio-pirates intent on stealing medicinal secrets worth millions. Soon Austin and his
crew realize they’re working the opposite ends of the same grand scheme. A billionaire California tycoon
is poised to rise to power by monopolizing the earth’s vastly depleted freshwater reserves and
ultimately dominate the world. Austin has a hunch Venezuela’s mythical tribal goddess has some real
roots in science, and may be the key to locating a secret formula that could turn vast amounts of
seawater into fresh. But with each step into the bush, he and his NUMA team feel like fish out of
water—and must fight a deadly, twisting trail of enemies through a dense jungle of treachery, blackmail,
and murder.
The first biography of the beloved entertainer who broke the prime-time color barrier When The Flip
Wilson Show debuted in 1970, black faces were still rare on television and black hosts nonexistent. Then
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came Flip—to instant acclaim. His show dueled Marcus Welby, M.D. for the top spot in the ratings. His
characters and catchphrases fixed themselves in America’s consciousness, and he helped launch new
talent, including Richard Pryor and George Carlin. But how did Clerow Wilson, a motherless Jersey City
grade-school dropout, become the celebrity heralded on the cover of TIME as “TV’s First Black
Superstar”? Drawing on interviews with family, friends, and celebrities, Kevin Cook offers an inspiring
salute to a self-made star who fell from grace, but not before blazing a trail for generations of
entertainers to come.
The stories and accounts of Kentucky basketball's players, iconic coaches and epic games have been told
and retold, but lesser known are the stories of the arenas and venues that have been home to the
Wildcats--buildings that have witnessed the sights, sounds, and shared spirit of the Big Blue Nation for
over a century. In House of Champions author Kevin Cook combines archival research and numerous
interviews with players and coaches to reveal the rich history and colorful details of the structures
that have hosted UK basketball. A number of fascinating backstories are uncovered, including the
excitement of Alumni Gym's opening night in 1925; the problematic acquisition of a Black community for
Memorial Coliseum; and the moving account of the displays of nearly ten thousand names of Kentucky's
WWII and Korean War heroes on the Coliseum's pedestrian ramps. The account concludes with a compelling
overview of the development of historic Rupp Arena: its inner workings, the prominent figures
involved--and how the initial conversation to build it began over a slice of Jerry's pie in 1968. This
insightful and entertaining history reveals how the impact of these sporting facilities extended far
beyond the courts' sidelines to directly shape and influence the social, economic, and political
landscapes of Lexington and Central Kentucky. House of Champions also faithfully recreates the full game
day experience of fans in the stands for several key games in UK's storied past. It ultimately offers an
even greater appreciation of the history of the Wildcats and what the famed indoor stadiums have brought
to the program--a must for any true Big Blue Basketball fan.
Blood Aces
Titanic Thompson:Stroke of Genius
Life's a Gamble
The Rise and Fall of Stuey ',The Kid', Ungar, The World's Greatest Poker Player
Benny Binion, Herbert Noble, and the Texas Gambling War
The Life and Times of a Gambling Man
Titanic Thompson

For years, "Golf Digests" monthly My Shot column has informed, entertained, and emotionally touched
the magazines readers with its accounts of golfers lives and careers. Now, the best articles from those
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columns are gathered together in a single volume.
The theme of this book is a Tour de Noir of a gamblers life. Written in the third person, it describes the
successes and eventual downfall of a young hustler. The book extensively describes gambling situations,
cheating moves, scams against casinos and casino methods of cheating players. Heretofore
unpublished, and possibly unknown even to law enforcement, are the conspiracies and actions of
notorious Nevada cheating crews. Gambling on golf, backgammon, gin rummy and poker, and methods
employed to take advantage of opponents, are extensively discussed. The early chapters are moments
in present time followed by reflection of the protagonist on his past and maturation, development of an
exculpatory personal philosophy, love interest (explicit sex) and sexual encounters. His interactions with
the Mafia, famous gamblers like “Titanic” Thompson, and present day high-rollers are authentic.
Throughout his adventures the humor and irony in life situations are captures.
Traces the rise and fall of poker champion Stuey Ungar, offering insight into his meteoric career as one
of the game's most feared tournament players, the factors behind his tragic change of circumstances,
and his early death at the age of forty-five. Reprint. 35,000 first printing.
Forty-one essays on golf. Half of the essays are brand new, the others are all reworked and rewritten,
based on pieces that were originally published in Golf Digest. Often biting, usually cranky, always
hilarious and surprising this is Dan Jenkins at his best, writing about the sport he loves the most. I've
always wanted to do something for the golfer who has everything. I thought about a suede golf cart, or
maybe a pair of cashmere Footjoys. Then I settled on writing this book.
The Story of Old Tom Morris and Young Tom Morris, Golf's Founding Father and Son
A High-Stakes, Low-Life Adventure into the Heart of a Gambling Country
A novel from the NUMA Files
The Titanic and the City of Widows it left Behind
The Unsinkable Titanic Thompson
Famous Gamblers, Poker History, and Texas Stories
Mob Murder of America's Greatest Gambler
Titanic Thompson: The Man Who Bet on EverythingW. W. Norton & Company
When wealthy Jacqueline Abington plans to elope, she enlists Tessa Bowen to take her place on the Titanic's maiden voyage. For the first time Tessa is
living a life of luxury, but struggles with the ruse when she falls for a rich American who has taken an interest in her. Then tragedy strikes.
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Truth and lies are two sides of the same coin. But who's flipping it? A thought-provoking and brilliantly entertaining work of nonfiction from one of
the world's leading deceivers, the creator and star of the astonishing theater show and forthcoming film In & Of Itself. Derek DelGaudio believed he
was a decent, honest man. But when irrefutable evidence to the contrary is found in an old journal, his memories are reawakened and Derek is forced
to confront--and try to understand--his role in a significant act of deception from his past. Using his youthful notebook entries as a road map, Derek
embarks on a soulful, often funny, sometimes dark journey, retracing the path that led him to a world populated by charlatans, card cheats, and con
artists. As stories are peeled away and artifices are revealed, Derek examines the mystery behind his father's vanishing act, the secret he inherited from
his mother, the obsession he developed with sleight-of-hand that shaped his future, and the affinity he felt for the professional swindlers who taught
him how to deceive others. And once he finds himself working as a crooked dealer in a big-money Hollywood card game, Derek begins to question his
own sense of morality, and discovers that even a master of deception can find himself trapped inside an illusion. A M O R A L M A N is a wildly
engaging exploration of the fictions we live as truths. It is ultimately a book about the lies we tell ourselves and the realities we manufacture in others.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From the bestselling author and master of narrative nonfiction comes the enthralling story of the sinking of
the Lusitania “Both terrifying and enthralling.”—Entertainment Weekly “Thrilling, dramatic and powerful.”—NPR “Thoroughly engrossing.”—George
R.R. Martin On May 1, 1915, with WWI entering its tenth month, a luxury ocean liner as richly appointed as an English country house sailed out of
New York, bound for Liverpool, carrying a record number of children and infants. The passengers were surprisingly at ease, even though Germany had
declared the seas around Britain to be a war zone. For months, German U-boats had brought terror to the North Atlantic. But the Lusitania was one of
the era’s great transatlantic “Greyhounds”—the fastest liner then in service—and her captain, William Thomas Turner, placed tremendous faith in the
gentlemanly strictures of warfare that for a century had kept civilian ships safe from attack. Germany, however, was determined to change the rules of
the game, and Walther Schwieger, the captain of Unterseeboot-20, was happy to oblige. Meanwhile, an ultra-secret British intelligence unit tracked
Schwieger’s U-boat, but told no one. As U-20 and the Lusitania made their way toward Liverpool, an array of forces both grand and achingly
small—hubris, a chance fog, a closely guarded secret, and more—all converged to produce one of the great disasters of history. It is a story that many of
us think we know but don’t, and Erik Larson tells it thrillingly, switching between hunter and hunted while painting a larger portrait of America at the
height of the Progressive Era. Full of glamour and suspense, Dead Wake brings to life a cast of evocative characters, from famed Boston bookseller
Charles Lauriat to pioneering female architect Theodate Pope to President Woodrow Wilson, a man lost to grief, dreading the widening war but also
captivated by the prospect of new love. Gripping and important, Dead Wake captures the sheer drama and emotional power of a disaster whose intimate
details and true meaning have long been obscured by history. Finalist for the Washington State Book Award • One of the Best Books of the Year: The
Washington Post, St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Miami Herald, Library Journal, Kirkus Reviews, LibraryReads, Indigo
Blue Gold
Black Like Me
The Definitive Griffin Estate Edition
The Mysterious Montague
The Bravest Man in the World
AMORALMAN
Queen of the Waves
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You have a great writing style, very credible, and entertaining. Those were dangerous times. Almost all of the guys are gone. A
great book!... -Doyle Brunson, Poker Hall of Fame, author. He's as good a writer as he is a player. When it comes to poker
tales...Johnny Hughes is your man.... -Anthony Holden, London, President of the International Federation of Poker, author ... a
captivating raconteur and avid historian...brings them to life with a unique flair and panache...(He) paints word pictures with
witty, lush brush strokes reminiscent of Tom Wolfe... -Paul "Dr. Pauly" McGuire, author ..the William Manchester of poker
historians...a Hughes narrative is like lighting a lantern into the darkest recess of poker's subculture...provides the very best
portrait of these unique real-life characters of anyone on record... -Nolan Dalla, Media Director. World Series of Poker, author.
...the true story...of the beginnings of the phenomenon that poker has become... -Crandell Addington, Poker Hall of Fame.
Reading...is only paralleled by listening to him tell those stories in real time...like putting yourself in the same room as it all
unfolded...when the mob ruled Las Vegas...the real stories... -Ryan Sayer, OnTilt Radio, C.O.O., and Host.
www.JohnnyHughes.com
A tribute to the professional achievements of the father-and-son team of Tom and Tom Morris cites their pivotal contributions
to the founding of golf in the 1800s, the differences in their athletic styles, and young Tom's tragic early death.
Everyone in the small town of Central City, Texas loves Lou Ford. A deputy sheriff, Lou's known to the small-time criminals, the
real-estate entrepreneurs, and all of his coworkers -- the low-lifes, the big-timers, and everyone in-between -- as the nicest guy
around. He may not be the brightest or the most interesting man in town, but nevertheless, he's the kind of officer you're
happy to have keeping your streets safe. The sort of man you might even wish your daughter would end up with someday. But
behind the platitudes and glad-handing lurks a monster the likes of which few have seen. An urge that has already claimed
multiple lives, and cost Lou his brother Mike, a self-sacrificing construction worker fell to his death on the job in what was
anything but an accident. A murder that Lou is determined to avenge -- and if innocent people have to die in the process, well,
that's perfectly all right with him. In The Killer Inside Me, Thompson goes where few novelists have dared to go, giving us a
pitch-black glimpse into the mind of the American Serial Killer years before Charles Manson, John Wayne Gacy, and Brett
Easton Ellis's American Psycho, in the novel that will forever be known as the master performance of one of the greatest crime
novelists of all time.
Grandfather left his grandson a seafarer’s chest, a parrot called Titanic and a dream – the dream of looking for Atlantis.
“Atlantis is right here all around you,” Grandfather said, “you have to learn how to look for it.” So when Grandfather dies, the
boy starts looking: in the chest, on shelves, in books, under the stairs. Colin Thompson’s dazzingly detailed pictures richly
illustrate the boy’s magical journey of discovery.
Flip
The Inside Story of TV's First Black Superstar
Or, Futility
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Taking the Titanic
I'll Do My Own Damn Killin'
The Depths of Time
Kitty Genovese: The Murder, the Bystanders, the Crime that Changed America
Benny Binion was one of the revered figures in the history of gambling. Using once secret government
documents this book shows how Binion helped shape modern Las Vegas.
Unplayable Lies
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